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PRAGMATIC SKILLS FOR PROFESSIONALS SERIES: 

HOW TO SAY “NO” (WITH OPTIONS) 
 

My name is Murray Hiebert. I am the author of a bestselling book and workshop called Powerful Professionals: 

Leveraging Your Expertise with Clients. With worldwide Associates, we have presented over 1,000 workshops 

around the world to over 14,000 professionals like you. With our workshop survey, we have gathered information 

from about 60,000 users of your expertise. We know the practical skills that will help you be successful as a 

professional. And I have been there with you. I was an internal consultant—an expert professional—in one of the 

world‟s largest corporations. 
 

This is one of a series of 3 to 5 page articles to introduce you what is often called “internal consulting,” or more 

recently, “business partnering” skills. At the end of every article I will also give you some pointers to other 

resources, depending on your needs. 

 

The Challenge of Saying “No” 
 

As you are reading this article, I assume you, like many others, are struggling to say “No.” You are certainly not 

alone. Many famous people have struggled with the word “No.” 
 

―The real question is, once you know the right thing, do you have the discipline to do the right 
thing and, equally important, stop doing the wrong things?‖ 
 ―The good-to-great [professionals are] ... focused equally on what not to do and what to stop 
doing.‖ 

- Jim Collins‘ business blockbuster, Good to Great 
 

 ―... you have to decide what your highest priorities are and have the courage— pleasantly, 
smilingly, nonapologetically—to say ‗no‘ to other things. And the way you do that is by having 
a bigger ‗yes‘ burning inside. The enemy of the ‗best‘ is often the ‗good.‘‖ 

– Stephen Covey, The 7 Habits 
 

―Each of us every waking hour is called upon to say no, whether to friends or family members, 
to our bosses, employees, or co-workers, or to ourselves. Whether and how we cay No 
determines the very quality of our lives. It is perhaps the most important word to learn to say 
gracefully and effectively.‖ 

- William Ury, The Power of a Positive No: How to Say No and Still Get to Yes 
 
 

―A ‗no‘ uttered from the deepest conviction is better than a ‗yes‘ merely uttered to please, or 
worse, to avoid trouble.‖      – Mahatma Gandhi 
 

―‗YES,‘ ‗YES,‘ a thousand times ‗YES!‘ I‘d rather die than say ‗NO!‘‖  – 1940s song 
 

Just like our famous quotes, Saying No is a challenge for many professionals (and perhaps just as often, their 

managers). Below are some reasons for the fear of saying “No”—check off those that apply to you: 
 

 It‟s scary! 

 Fear of job loss 

 Loss of revenue 

 Feeling guilty 

 Fear the client won‟t 

come back  

 Fear the client will circumvent you to more senior manager 

 Fear your manager will not support you 

 Fear of being labeled a „poor teamplayer‟ or “not service oriented”  

 Fear of negative remarks of others 

 Fear of client response—anger, threats, etc.  

 You work in a “Yes” culture 
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Two Myths about Saying “No” 
 

1. Saying “No” is negative 

 In business autobiographies, authors always relate a significant “No” with propelling their career to a 

new level. Saying “No” well, can lead to greater respect! 

 Our large 360 client feedback database indicates that when a professional gets a low score on the “Is able 

to say „No‟ when appropriate,” clients will write a comment that the professional should say “No” more 

often. In other words, most clients know that saying “Yes” to everything is not good!! 
 

2. “The Customer is Always Right” 

 While probably OK for the retail industry, it is certainly not true for professional services. Professionals 

are expected to value-add, so you must be able to “respectfully challenge” your clients. 

 Given the complexity of the modern world, clients may not have the expertise to diagnose intricate 

situations or assess the best alternatives in your professional area. You must be able to say “No” and 

offer alternatives. 

 

What Are the Benefits/Payoffs Saying “No” Well? 
 

The benefits of saying “No” in a skilful manner include: 

 The client will respect you for your integrity. 

 You have a better chance of higher valued work requests in the future. 

 Clients will often get a better option for having their need met. 

 You will have time and energy to make more valued contributions and produce better results. 

 You will have a more satisfying career. 

 You will have less stress and more life balance. 

 

The Principles of Saying “No” Appropriately 
 

First, you must determine what you say “the bigger Yes” to—that is what is value added work for your role. I 

have an article that helps you with your thinking—Looking at Your Role Strategically or read Chapter 13 of the 

Powerful Professionals book. Having analyzed when to say “Yes” helps professionals make and defend solid 

decisions about saying “No.” A universal dilemma for internal and external consultants is to consistently say 

“Yes” to high impact work and to say “No” to low value work in a way that produces the best organizational 

results and maintains client relationships. There are many legitimate reasons why a professional must say “No” to 

some client requests: 

 Request is of low business value. 

 Request is of lower value than competing activities for 

your time. 

 Wrong solution or wrong problem is being worked. 

 Insufficient time to do an acceptable, quality job. 

 Inappropriate skills or expertise to do a quality job. 

 Request doesn‟t fit with organizational strategy. 

 Request is illegal or unethical. 

 Request doesn‟t meet professional standards. 
 

Some principles for saying “No” appropriately and successfully: 

 Know your organization‟s business, goals, competitive 

environment and direction. 

 Know your client‟s business, goals, stresses and 

direction. 

 Most client requests are a solution to an unstated or 

unclear business need. Probe until you have a clear 
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statement of business needs. You can‟t be considered a Business Partner or say “No” with options 

without knowing the underlying business need. 

 It‟s worth repeating in different words: Explore for the business need—clients often present solutions, 

not the problem. 

 Practice asking “respectfully challenging” questions. Two further articles in this series will help you with 

that skill—The Power of Questions and Airline Crashes and Consulting. 

 Do not say “Yes, but…” then qualify with conditions. It is all but impossible to say “No” after you have 

said “Yes.” 

 Have a professional strategy—know how you value-add, know what you say “Yes” to. 

 If possible, have a common professional strategy with your professional group. 

 Be able to give a business rationale for your “No.” 

 If possible, have alternatives for the client. 

 Always inform your manager of a “No.” 

 Be aware that saying “No” is partly cultural—what is 

appropriate in one culture may be quite different in 

another. 

 Practice will make this easier.  

 Watch and emulate your peers or others who do this well 

(they do exist!). 

 

A Consultant‟s „Bill of Rights‟ 
 

From assertiveness training, it is helpful to have thought through your “rights” as a professional. These may 

include the right to: 

 Say “No” for good and clear reasons. 

 Have the time and tools to do quality work. 

 Access to information and people required for the project. 

 Uphold your profession‟s standards or code of ethics. 

 Not violate legal requirements, your organization‟s ethical standards, or your own. 

 Have reasonable balance in one‟s life between work and personal life. 

 Have an explanation of why a project is so important or must be done in a certain way. 

 Discuss alternatives or other options. 

 Express your opinions or feelings. 

 Support and involvement of the client in a project. 

 Get coaching or support from others when required. 

 Not work in an expertise area you are unqualified for. 

 Your specific right: ______________________________________________ 

 

How to Say “No” Appropriately 
 

All this leads to a process for saying “No” appropriately. 

1. Hear your client out. Listen to understand, without commitment. Summarize what you have heard, 

without commitment.  

2. If a solution or unclear need or messy situation is presented, ask the client to step back, then use 

questioning to find the underlying business need and priorities. 

3. Be “respectfully challenging” about: 

 The value of the need. 

 The problem frame—is there a better way of framing the need? 

4. When you have clarified the business need with the client, summarize it and ask for agreement. 

5. Clarify the solution set—is there a wider set of solutions? 

6. Now, if needed, say “No” in an appropriate way and give reasons why. 

7. Offer alternatives of how the need may be met. 
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Notice: 

 Powerful “Nos” arise from understanding the business need. 

 All negotiation books speak of getting below the initial request to underlying needs as a strategy for 

getting to mutually acceptable alternatives. 
 

If it is still very difficult for you to say “No” with options: 

 Practice with a colleague—especially one who is better at this skill than you. 

 To build confidence, start with easier situations and clients. 

 

Summary— Saying “No,” with Options 
 

The Goal—You can say “No” with options without undue negative repercussions (ideally with positive results 

for you and the client). 
 

Main Points—Saying “No” Successfully 

 You must be able to say “No” successfully in order to do valued work and to feel good about your 

contribution. 

 Saying “No” successfully is based in understanding: 

- What you say “Yes” to—thinking strategically about your role. 

 - The business need for the work. 
 

Some Dos 

 Always clarify the business need—it is the basis for saying “Yes” or “No.” 

 Always give ample reasons why you need to say “No.” 

 If the business need is still there, try to find options for the client. 

 If possible, clarify the need to say “No” with your manager and professional group beforehand. 
 

Some Don’ts 

 Don‟t say “Yes” first, then negotiate the terms to try to limit your commitment. 

 Don‟t take the problem on (“monkey on your back”) too soon— always find the business need first 

 Don‟t use lack of time as the reason—it is the least powerful reason in terms of setting up a successful 

business partner role. 

 Say “No” on the basis of “I‟ll do it later” unless you mean it. 

 Don‟t resist resistance. It is natural for clients to resist a new way of looking at things. (For dealing with 

resistance read the Dealing with Reservations article in this series.) 
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